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CEEDATA Software Update for HYPACK®

Echogram data retrieved from the CEE ECHO or

CEESCOPE saved files and uploaded into

HYPACK® has historically been down sampled

when using the CEEDATA program, leading to a

"grainy" echogram record. A recent update has

greatly improved the resolution of the saved data

when viewed in HYPACK. Get the latest CEEDATA

utility on the DOWNLOADS PAGE.

CEESCOPE for Hemisphere Atlas Launched

With the new Hemisphere GNSS P326 Eclipse™ OEM

receiver installed inside the waterproof CEESCOPE™

enclosure, the latest CEE package offers a scalable

approach combining dual frequency GNSS with the

world-wide Atlas L-Band® correction service. LEARN

MORE HERE.

CEESCOPE-USV Selected for Inception USV

Swathe Services recently concluded field trials of

their new USV developed in partnership with MSDS

Marine. Using the CEESCOPE-USV to cover all of

the echo sounding, positioning, data management

and telemetry eliminated the need to develop any

custom data systems, resulting in a completely

modular and easy-to-use single beam USV survey

package. READ MORE.

To watch the CEESCOPE-USV echo sounder in

action, take a look at the DOCKSIDE DEMO video

at the end of the newsletter............

Hydromagic Training Videos are On Line

With increasing number of CEE customers using

Eye4Software Hydromagic for data acquisition, we

recorded some basic training videos offering a fast and

easy way to get started with Hydromagic. Take a look at

our new TRAINING VIDEOS PAGE.

Aqua-Tech Services DF CEESCOPE

If you are looking for a demo or rental in the US, especially if

you are in the Southeast region, Aqua-Tech Services have a

dual frequency 24 / 200 kHz CEESCOPE in their rental pool.

CONTACT US for details, or get in touch with Aqua Tech

HERE. 

Canada: With offices across Canada, Hoskin Scientific are a

well respected supplier of hydrological, analytical and

environmental instrumentation - and now survey echo

sounders. In business over 70 years, Hoskin offer sales,

support and rentals.
WWW.HOSKIN.CA

Japan: Oceanographic and hydrographic instrumentation

suppliers EMS, with offices in Kobe and Tokyo.
WWW.EMS-OCEAN.COM

 

   

CEE JET™ In the (Real) News

Gold Coast, Australia mayor Tom Tate recently took the time to publicize the city’s

latest weapon in its extensive arsenal aimed at protecting the coastline – the S.A.M

Jet. The Sand Activity Monitoring Jet Ski, which is the name given to the recently

acquired CEE HydroSystems CEE JET™ by city staff, allows the collection of

hydrographic survey data through the wave zone. The mayor explained that the City

will be able to capture vastly more data compared to previous methods that were

based on laborious land surveying procedures, creating a more accurate record of

sand movement along the coast. Watch the full Channel9 news video at the end of the

newsletter...........
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CEE JET™ on Channel 9 News:

$[VT:119a9e7cf6938856:CEEJETontheNEWS]$

CEESCOPE-USV Dockside Demo:

$[VT:119a9e7cf6938858:CEESCOPE-USV]$

   

   

   

Contact Us:

CEE HydroSystems USA, Inc.
701 Palomar Airport Rd, Suite 300

Carlsbad, CA 92011 USA

t: +1 760 492 4511

adrian.mcdonald@ceehydrosystems.com

CEE HydroSystems

 

http://www.ceehydrosystems.com/support/downloads/
http://www.ceehydrosystems.com/products/single-beam-echo-sounders/ceescope/
http://www.ceehydrosystems.com/swathe-services-select-ceescope-usv-for-new-inception-usv/
http://www.ceehydrosystems.com/hydrographic-survey-software/hydromagic/hydromagic-training-videos/
mailto:adrian.mcdonald@ceehydrosystems.com?subject=Echo Sounder Rental / Demo
http://aqua-techservices.com/contact-us
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8I2btJcgIos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qyeyGIjRqDc


1/12 Cecil Rd - Hornsby, NSW 2077

Australia

t: +61 2 9482 5880

sales@ceehydrosystems.com
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